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ABSTRACT
Presented is the scope and sequence of mathematics
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strengthen the computational skills and mathematical understanding of
children. The units described are organized around four main
themessets, number, and numeration' operations; geometry and
measurement; and algebraic concepts, graphs, probability, and
statistics. (FL)
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FOREWORD

This pubkation is designed to extend and strengthen the computational
skills and mathematical understandings of children in Grades 4 and S. ft
presents an overall scope and detailed sequence for implementation by
teachers and supervisors, based on the modern program already intro-
duced in Prekindergarten through tirade 3. Teaching manuals arc now
being prepared to assist teachers to translate scope and sequence into
specific learning activities for children.

The bulletin has been jointly developed by staff members of the Bureau
of Curriculum Development and the Bureau of Mathematics. We express
appreciation to them for this contribution to relevancy in mathematics
instruction.

Deputy Superintendent of Schools
SEELIG LISTER
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INTROUnTION

The scope and sequence for pathematics! Grade 4 and for Mathematics:
21141.1 is presented in the form of units, each of which may require
one or more lessons.

The units are organized around four central themes. These themes are
coded as shown below:

* Sets; Number; Numeration
H Operations
*** Geometry and Measurement

**** Algebraic Concepts; Graphs; Probability; Statistics

The sequence is structured to provide a spiral or cyclic approach for
presentation of the concepts and skills.

The teacher should make provision for review, reinforcement, practice,
and evaluation to meet the particular needs of the class.

Units or parte of units marked 0 are optional units and may be used at
the discretion of the teacher.

The preparation of this bulletin was under the general direction of

Seelig Lester, Deputy Superintendent, Office of Instructional Services;
David A. koramson, Acting Director, Bureau of Curriculum Development; and
George Grossman, Director, Bureau of Mathematics.

Leonard Simon, Acting Assistant Director, Bureau of Curriculum Development,
supervised the project and reviewed the materials.

This material was prepared by Alice D. Lombardi and Bertha O. Weiss, Bureau
of Curriculum Development. Charles J. Goode assisted it various stages of
the planning and preparation.

Grateful acknowledgment is made to the following who cooperated in evalu-
ating the materials:

Acting Assistant Directors, Bureau of Mathematics: Blanche Gladstone,
Frank J. Wohifort

Mathematics District Coordinators: Sara P. Davis, Evelyn Farmer, Louise
Gemake, Deris Hadler, Eva Pollack, Matthew Scaffa

Teachers: X. Bryant, Norman Nachbar, Mildred Trebach, Jack Winters

Appreciation is expressed to Frances koskowits, Bureau of Curriculum D6-
velopment, for her assistance in processing the materials.

Edythe Kahn, Editor, Bureau of Curriculum Development, had overall re-
sponsibility for design and production. Simon Shulman designed the cover.



belgmatice: Grade 4

The scope and sequence for Grade 4 is presented in the form of 68 units.

The development of concepts and operations is presented in a oyclic pat-
tern. For example, the development of the algorithm for recording divi-
sion in vertical format begins in Unit 14, continues in Units 16, 21, 28,
38, 43, and the understanding ie reinforced and Extended in Units 48 and
55.

To provide an overviey of the mathematical understtndings and skills for

Grade 4, the following ie presented:

yathematical Coals or Gradeh

1. MA; EAktv pmeration

Finite and infinite seta
Set notation
Place value through hundred-thousands; record numerals in expanded
notation; read and write numerals through hundred-thousands

Round numbers to nearest ten-thousand; to nearelki dollar
Roman numerals L, C

2, mAtusa 0,11, Subtraction of 2321,e Numbers

Standard algorithm for computing sums, two or more addends, numbers in
the ten - thousands and beyond

Obssrve and use properties of addition
Standard algorithm for computing differences
Addition and subtraction in dollars-cents system

3. Matiplioation of tilld &Abets

Algorithm: horizontal and vertical format, numbers in the thousands and
beyond multiplied by a number less than 10, with and without exchange

Use commutative property of multiplication; the distributive property
of multiplication over addition

Natiplication in dollars-cents astem

116 &at Hoktna

Algorithm: vertical format, divider: de-numbers in the thousands and be-
yond, divisors-numbeAs less than 10

Division in dollars-cents system
One as a divisor and zero as a dividend
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5. Fractional Numbers

Concept: fifths, tenths, ninths, and twelfths of a whole
Algorithms: finding unit and non-unit fractional parts of numbers
Algorithms: computing sums and differences of fractional numbers

expresued with like and related denominators, horizontal and
vertical format

Algorithms: multiplication of fractional numbers by a whole number
Obeerve and use properties of operations

6. .gata

Concepts: lin- segmenta in a circle; perimeter; circumferelce as a
perimeter

Properties of space figures: cone, cylinder, cube, sphere

7. Measurement

Linear: quarter-inch; eighth-inch; mile; perimeter of rectangle
Weight: ton
Time: Clock - seconds; number of seconds in a mihute; record time as

3:06 P.M.
Calendar - relationship between number of days in a year, in a

leap year; number of weeks in a year
Temperature: freezing point; boiling point
Concept of speed and frequency as rate

8. A18112200 Conceits

Solution sat for relationship such as CI > 4 and 0 < 10, when replace-
ment set is set of whole numbers

Graph: number on a line
solution set of an open sentence with one place holder (variable)

Tabulate solutions of open sentences
Write open sentence to describe relationship between two variables shown

in table

9. St&tietice Aag Probat'llitY

Interpret circle graphs when sectors represent the same unit fraction
Interpret and construct bar graphs
Concept of mean (averaga)
Coin tossing: one coin - tabulate results of several f,osses

express probability as a fraction

-2.



MATHERATICS: GRADEA

Scope and 22 warat

***
1. Geometry

Reinforce and/or develop concepts of point; of epace as a set of
points; of plane.

Reinforce recognition of geometric figures in a plane, such as:
quadrilateral, rectangle, square, triangle, circle.

Develop concept that plane figures divide a plane into 3 sets of
points. Use terns: inside, outside, on.

2. Sets; Number

Recall and/or develop the concept of infinite set, such as the set
of counting numbers and the set of whole numbers; record in set
notation: set of counting numbers, (1,2,3,...); set of %hole numbers,
{0,1,2,3, ...).
Develop the concept of finite set using clock arithmetic.

Use the set of odd numbers and the set of even numbers and reinforce
addition and subtraction of whole numbers by guiding the children to
discover patterns, such as: the sum of 2 odd numbers is an even num
ber; the sun of an odd number and an even number is an odd number;
etc.

3. Numeration

Use representations of 1 thousand, such as squared materials, to

a. reinforce place value to thousands

recall regrouping tens for ones, etc.

b. group and count by tens to 10 tens or 1 hundred; by hundreds to
10 hundreds or 1 thousand; by thousands to 10 thousands or 1 ten
thousand

-3-



o. introduce place value to ten-thousands

Ten
Thousands

1

Thousands

0

Hundreds

0

Tens Ones

0 0

d. prepare period chart for reading numerals in ten-thousands

e. read and write numerals for numbers in tenthousands

f. record numerals using expanded notation, e.g., 12,534

1 ten-thousand + 2 thousands + 5 hundreds + 3 tens + 4 ones
10,000 2000 + 500 + 30 + 4

4. Number

Reinforce and/or develop concept of rounding numbers to the nearest
ten and nearest hundred.

A suggested procedure is,

231 is between 200 and 300
250 is halfway betwer;,. 200 and 300
231 < 250 Therefore, 231 is nearer to 200 than to 300
231, rounded to the nearest hundred, is 200

Develop rounding numbers to the nearest thousand.

****

5. Algebraic Concepts

Reinforce concept of mathematical sentences.

Use these concepts and the relation synbols +, -, >, <1 7( to re-

inforce basic addition and subtraction facts and higher decade facts.

Use addition properties: commutative, associative, identity element.

The use of mathematical sentences and other algebraic concepts should
be emphasized wherever possible.

-4-



**

6. Addition of Whole Numbers

Reinforce and/or develop procedures for computing sums in vertical
format. Use two addends, each named by a 3-digit numeral.
Estimate, compute, compare sum with estimate

An illustrative teaching sequence follows:

a. No exchange

b. Exchange ones for tens

0. Exchange tens for hundreds

d. Sums in thousands

e. Two exchanges sums in hundreds

f. Two exchanges sums in thousands

632
4463

628

+439

593

+326

602
4'e6

887
4214

768
4436

7. Subtraction of Whole Numbers

Reinforce and/or develop procedures for computing differences in
vertical format. Use minuends and subtrahends named by 3-digit
numerals.
Estimate, compute, compare result with estimate.

An illustrative teaching sequence follows:

a. No exchange

b. Exchange tens for ones

c. Exchange hundreds for tens

d. &change tens for ones and
hundreds for tens

-3-
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8. Number: Fractional Numbers

Use objects, diagrams, number lines to reinforce understanding of
halves, fourths, eighths, thirds, and sixths ae parts of a whole.

Review: symbol for fractional number
meaning of numerator and denominator
concept of equivalence (many names for the same number)
counting; comparing; expressing comparison as >
expressing fractional numbers in simplest form
concept of an improper fraction
expressing a fractional number as a mixed numeral and as
a whole number: 141. = 3; 4 = 3

concept of division: how many halves in 1 whole; 2 wholes,

etc.
concept of addition and subtraction

In a similar manner, develop concepts of fifths and tenths.

A**
9. Measurement: Linear

Reinforce the understanding that: measurement involves comparing the
length of an object with a selected unit of length; all measurement
is approximate; measurement is expressed as a number and a unit of
measure; e.g., 4 feet.

Use experiences to reinforce understanding of foot, inch, halfinch,
yard, and equivalent measures; e.g., the length of the ribbon is
13 inches, or 1 foot, 1 inch.

Develop concept of inch, and develop finding the number of inches
in 1 inch; 2 inches; 2i inches; etc.

Develop concept of 7:7 inch and develop finding the number of 1' inches

in 1 inch; 2 inches; 2i inches; etc.

10. Multiplication of Whole Numbers

Develop concept of factor x factor = product relationship and reinforce
basic facts.
Construct a multiplication table and observe commutative property,
identity elemeNt "1", zero as a factor, closure.

Develop concept that a multiple of a whole number is a product of that
number and any other whole number, e.g., 6 is a multiple of 3 because
2X3=6.
Use counting by threes, four:), etc. to reinforce concept of multiples.

-6-



11. Multiplication of Whole Numbers

Develop understanding of multiples of 10 and reinforce and/or de-
velop multiplying multiples of 10 by numbers less than 10.

To provide readiness for division, use commutative property to
develop multiplying numbers less the., 10 by multiples of 10.

2 x 10 = 20 10 x 2 = 20 2 x 20 = 40 20 x 2 = 40
So 2 x 10 = 10 x 2 2 x 20 = 20 x 2

Reinforce and/or develop algorithm for multiplication of numbers 10
through 99 by 2,3,4, end 5.

Suggested developments of algorithm for computing products:

a. 23 2 tens + 3 ones 23
x2 x2 x2

4 tens-l=1J= 46

26 2 tens + 6 ones 26 26
x2 x2 x2 x2

4 tens + 12 ones = 40+12 12(2x6) 52
= 52 Ag(2x20)

52(2x26)

b. 2 x 23 = 2 x (20+3) 23 23

= (2x20)+(2x3) x 2 x 2

= 40 + 6 40(2x20) -TX

= 46 6(2x3)
rig (2x23)

2 x 26 = 2 x (20+6) 26 26
= (2x20)+(2x6) x 2 x 2

= 40 + 12 40(2x20) 52

= 52 12(2x6)
52(2x26)

12. Division of Whole Numbers

Reinforce basic facts using concept of missing factor and concept of
multiplication and division as related operations.
Recall: recording and reading symbols for division such as

27g

8 2 = n

0 x 2 = 8

meaning of divisor, dividend, and quotient

role of 1 as a divisor, role of zero as a dividend

-7-



13. Operations: Fractional Numbers

Use problems involving sharing things to reinforce a procedure for

finding 4, .14'7, I., 1. of numbers.

Develop algorithm for finding non-unit fractional parts of numbers.
To find IL of 12 inches, think:

3

.} of 12 = 4 because 12 4- 3 u 4, then

L of 12 = 4 + 4 or 2 x43

2- of 12 = 8
3

**
14. Division of Whole Numbers

Use experience situations to develop the concept that division may to

interpreted as repeated subtractions. Children's thinking may be
recorded in a variety of ways.

For 5.795 a child may suggest taking out 5 fives first.

5397 5.713. 5T§T
5 fives 5x5 . .3.5. 5

70 still to divide 70 70
8 fives . 8x5 3 k0 -22 6

30 still to divide 30 40
6 fives = 6x5 = 0 -A2 8

19 fives in 95 19x5 = 95 19

Use divisors 2,3,4, and 5 to develop recording division as repeated sub-
traction.

***
15. Measurement: Time-Clock

Use projects involving experiences to recall number of hours in a day,
number of minutes in an hour, and develop concept of seconds, number of
seconds in a minute.

Reinforce understanding of A.M. and P.M. and telling time in quarter
hours, in five-minute intervals.

Develop recording time as 3:06 P.M.

16. Division of Whole Numbers

Reinforce and/or continue to develop procedures for recording division

in vertical format.

Divi3ora: 2,3,4, and 5
Dividends: Numbers less than 100

-8-



Reinforce multiplying multiples cf ten and numbers less than 10
(limit to 2,3,4,5).

An illustrative teaching procedure is suggested: 23w; Clx 2 = 48;
48 4. 2 cs n.

a. Estimate: 10 X 2 .= 20 20 < 48

20 x 2 = 40 40 < 48
30 X 2 = 60 60 >48,

Therefore, n > 20 and n < 30.

b. Possible ways to arrive at solution:

23 2)48ah,

20x2 A 20l
8

4x2° 8 8
0 0

24X2 =2 48

0. Compare quotient with estimate.

d. Check by multiplication.

24

**

17. Addition of Whole Numbers

Continue to develop procedures for computing sums in vertical format
using more than 2 addends (column addition), sums less than 10,000.

A suggested teaching sequence follows:

a. No exchange

b. One exchange: exchange ones for tens; tens for hundreds

c. Two exchanges, etc.

Estimate, compute, compare sum with estimate.

Include dollars and cents and problem solving.

18. Multiplication of Whole Numbers

Use a procedure similar to tho one described in Unit 11 to develop
multiplication of numbers 10 through 99 by 6,7,8, and 9.

19. Number: Fractional Numbers

Use objects, diagrams, and number lines to develop concept of ninths
and twelfths.

9



The following experiences should be included:

counting
ordering
comparing ninths and twelfths with halves, fourths, eighths,
thirds, sixths

expressing as equivalent fractions mA, etc.
expressing in simplest form

expressing a fractional number as a mixed numeral and as a
whole nuMber = 2; it =lid; =2; .1119- = 2

finding the number of ninths and twelfths in a whole; in 2 wholes;
3 wholes, etc. (concept of division)

20. Operations: Fractional Numbers

Use a procedure similar to the one indicated in Unit 13 to develop
finding sixths, eighths, and ninths of numbers.

**
21. Division of Whole Numbers

Use a procedure similar to the one described in Unit 16 to develop
dividing numbers less than 100 by 6,7,8, and 9.

****
22. Graphs,: Bar Graph

Use experience situations to construct and interpret bar graphs.

23. Addition of Whole Mumbers

Continue to develop addition algorithm, vertical format, 2 addends in
the thousands,

A suggested teaching sequence follows:

a. Adding whole thousands to whole thousands

b. Adding whole thousands to numbers in the thousands

c. Adding numbers in the thousands to numbers in the thousands

Estimate, compute, compare sum with estimate.

**
24. Subtraction of Whole Number!!!

Continue to develop subtraction algorithm, vertical format, numbers in
the thousands.

-10-



A suggested teaching sequence:

a. Subtracting whole thousands from whole thousands '888

b. Subtracting whole thousands from numbers in the thousands _Ng

c. Subtracting numbers in the thousands, no exchange

d. Subtracting numbers in the thousands, one exchange

1 ten for 1 hundred for 1 thousand for
10 ones 10 tens 10 hundreds

4831 4838 4388
-2318 .20161

4830 4808 4088
-2318 2381 -28141

Estimate, compote, compare result with estimate.

***
25. Geometa

Experiment with models of space figures to recognize cube, sphere,
disc, cone, and cylinder, and to discover some of their characteristics.

****
26. Problem Solving

Reinforce procedure for analyzing and solving problems.

Include:

problems with insufficient and extraneous data
problems that may be solved in more than one way
problems that apply computational skills developed in previous units

Verbal problems should be presented throughout the school year.

27. Multiplication of Whole Numbers

Develop understanding of multiples of one hundred and introduce multi-
plying multiples of one hundred by numbers less than 10.

To provide readiness for division, use commutative property to develop
multiplying numbers less than 10 by multiples of 100.

Develop algorithm for multiplication of numbers in the hundreds by

2,3,4, and 5.

Adapt procedure suggested in Unit 11.



.**

28. Division of Whole Numbers

Continue to develop procedures for recording division as repeated

subtractions.

Divisors: 2,3,4, and 5
Dividends: Numbers in the hundreds, less than 1000

Reinforce: multiplying multiples of ten and numbers less than 10
multiplying multiples of 100 and numbm's less than 10

Adapt procedure indicated in Unit 16.

Esti_nate, compute, check results with estimate.

29. Numeration

Extend the understanding of place value through 10,000 by developing
the idea that each place in a numeral has ten times the value of the
place at its right.

Recall: symbols or digits used - 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9
grouping by tens

For the numeral 11,111, the value of the digits may be shown as:

Ten
Thousands Hundreds Tens OnesiThousands
10Y1Cx10Y10 lgylOx10 10X10 10 1

10x10Y10)(10x1 10x10x10x1 10x10x1 10x1

'

1

10x 1 = 10
10x 10 = 100
10x 100 = 1,000
10x1000 = 10,000

11,111

Adapt steps b,c,d,e, and f of Unit 3 to develop place value through
hundred thousands.

30. Number

Use a procedure similar to the one indicated in Unit 4 to develop round-

ing numbers to the nearest 10,000.

31. Addition of Whole Numbers

Continue to develop procedures for computing sums in vertical format
using more than 2 addends (column addition), sums less than 100,000.

Follow a procedure similar to the one suggested in Unit 17.

*re

32. Subtraction of Whole Numbers

Continue to develop subtraction algorithm, vertical format, numbers in
the thousands and introduce two exchanges.

Use a sequence similar to the one suggested in Unit 24.

-12-



***
.3. Measurement: Weight

Use a procedure similar to the one indicated in Unit 9 to reinforce
the understanding of units of weight: pound, ounce, fractional parts
of a pound and equivalent measures. The bread weighs 1 pounds or
1 pound, 8 ounces.

Develop understanding of concept of ton.

34. Operations: Addition of Fractional Numbers - Like Denominators

Reinforce: counting forward by fractional numbers; procedures for
expressing fractional numbers in simplest form, as mixed numerals
and as whole numbers.

Use experiences, projects, number lines to develop algorithms for
computing suns of fractional numbers with like denominators.

Use horizontal and vertical format.
In computing the sums, use commutative and associative properties of
addition.
Relate circle graph, when the sectors represent the same unit frac-
tion, to addition of fractional numbers with like denominators.

35. Operations: Subtraction of Fractional Numbers - Like Denominators

Reinforce: counting backward by fractional numbers; procedures for
expressing fractional numbers in simplest form, as mixed numerals
and as whole numbers.

Use experiences, projects, nu0er lines to develop algorithms for
finding remainders.

Use horizontal and vertical format.

In subtracting fractional numbers, use the principle of inverse
operations.

***

36. Geometry and Measurement

Use projects and/or physical models of rectangles to develop the con-
cept of perimeter of a polygon; of a rectangle.

Reinforce units of measure, addition of whole numbers, addition of
fractional numbers with like denominators by computing perimeters.

37. Multiplication of Whole Numbers

Use a procedure similar to the one dosaribed in Unit 27, and continue
to develop procedures for multiplying numbers in the hundreds by
6,7,8) and 9.

-13-



**
38. Division of Whole Numbers

Use a procedure similar to the one indicated in Unit 28, and con-
tinue to develop procedures for recording division as repeated sub-
tractions.

Divisors: 6,7,8, and 9
Dividend: Numbers in the hundreds less than 1000

***
39. Measurement: Temperature

Use projects involving experiences to recall use of thermometer to
measure temperature) meaning of scale, meaning of above and below
zero, reading thermometer.

Develop concept of freezing point, boiling point; construct scale.

****
40. gruhs: Liae Graph

Use experience situations to construct and interpret line graphs.

41. Number; Numeration

Reinforce recording money values in dollars and cents system.

Develop the concept of rounding to the nearest dollar, e.g., $3.45

to the nearest dollar is three dollars or $3.

42. Multiplication of Whole Numbers

Use experiences to develop multiplication of numbers less than 10,

and numbers expressed as dollars and cents (less than $10).
In computing products, express dollars and cents as cents and use
algorithm for multiplication of whole numbers.

$3.21 321 cents

x 4
1284 cents or $12.84

Estimate, compute, compare result with estimate.
31*

43. Division of Whole Numbers

Use experiences and continue to develop procedures for recording
division as repeated subtractions as suggested in Unit 28.

Divisors: Numbers less than 10
Dividends: Numbers expressed as dollars and cents (less than $10)

In computing quotients, express dollars and cents as cents and use

algorithm for division of whole numbers, e.g., 2317 cents.
Use open sentence to state division problem, e.g., $2.34 2 =r1
O x 2 = $2.34.

-14-



**
44. OPerations: Multiplication of. Fractional Numbers

Use problems involving experiences, diagrams, number lines to

develop an understanding of multiplication of fractional numbers
by whole numbers as repeated addition.

3 x l- 1. 1 1 ... lmay be thought of as ++or
2 2 2 2 2

45. Numeration: Roman Numerals

Use activities to reinforce the repetitive, additive, and subtrac-
tive principles of the Roman system of numeration, and record num-
bers 1 through 39 as Roman numerals.

Develop understanding of the symbols, L, C, and apply repetitive,
additive, and subtractive principles to record numbers 39 through 100.

**
46. Subtraction of Whole Numbers

Continue to develop subtraction algorithm, vertical format, numbers in
the thousands and introduce three exchanges.

Use a sequence similar to the one suggested in Unit 24.

47. EMIliplication of Whole Numbers

Reinforce procedures for multiplying numbers in the hundreds by num-

bers less than ten leading to recording in concise form, e.g.,

243

729

Extend procedures to multiplication of numbers in the thousands by
2,3,4, and 5.

**
48. Wsin of Whole Numbers

Continue to develop procedures for recordirg division as repeated
subtractions.

Divisors: 2,3,4, and 5
Dividends: Numbers in the thousands, less than 10,000

Peinforces multiplying multiples of 1000 and numbers less than .W

multiplying multiples of 100 and numbers less than 10

multiplying rultiples of 10 and numbers less than 10

Adapt procedure indicated in Unit 16.

*4**
49. Statistics: Mean

Use objects and experience situations to develop understanding of

the meaning of averao (mesh) of a set of numbers.



**

50. Operations: Addition of Fractional Numbola - Related Denominators

Reinforce: concept of equivalence, e.g., lq 1 to k 11 etc.

procedures for expressing fractional numbers in simplest

form, as mixed numerals, and as whole numbers

Use experiences, projects, number lines to develop algorithms for
computing sums of fractional numbers with related denominators.

An illustrative teaching sequence follow,

I +Q Q n

311. + 11. n

3.5.1 n

Use horizontal and vertical format. In computing sums, uce the cor-

rutative and associative properties of addition.

51. ODA ationst Subtraction of Fractional Numbers - Rolated Denominators

Reinforces concept of equivalence
procedures for expressing fractional nusibers 4n simplest
form

Use experiences, projects, number lines to develop algorithms for mub-
traction of fractional numbers with related denominators.

An illustrative teaching sequence follows:

r3 1

. 1 n

- 2 n

A -
8

21w
Use horizontal and vertical format. Check solutions by using the re-

lated addition operation.

***
52. 0eometri and Measurement: Circle

Reinforce: meaning of single closed curve

meaning of plane
meaning of polygon
meaning of circle

Reinforce and/or develop understanding of line segments in a circlet

radius, diasetgr, chord.

Use projeck,s and Imodels of circles to develop the concept of circumfer-
ence as perimeter.
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**
53. gargum: Subtraction of Fractional Numbers

Reinforce renaming numbers such as 2 11 1 2

Continue to develop algorithms for subtraction
with related denominators involving renaming.

An illustrative teaching sequence follows:

8 - 1 a n

8 IL. n.6

5t 21 " n

1" n

91 - IL 11 n
4

Use horizontal and vertical format.

- Related Denominators:

1111 2 1..m. 1 !-

of fractional numbers

54. kNallaillisa of Whole Numbers

Continue to develop algorithms for multiplication of numbers in the
thousands and beyond by 6, 7, 8, and 9.

Uso concise form as indicated in Unit 47.

*!*-

55. attiggi 2.1: Whole Numbers

Uso a procedure similar to the one indicated in Unit 48, and continue
to develop recording division as repeated subtractions.

Divisors: 6,7,8, and 9
Dividends: Numbers in the thousands and beyond.

#-***

56. Graphs: OraOhing a dumber on a Line

Reinforce the concept of ray and associating numbers with points on
a number ray.

Reinforce end/or develop meaning of replacement set and solution set

(truth =At).

Develop understanding of the graph of the solution set of an open
sentence with one place holder (variable), e.g., when the replacement
set is the set of whole nuMbere, the graph of CI+ 3 11 8 is indicated ass

401-111rt"r8 IntS)

57. Algebraic DORCeOtel Number Sentences end Wait

Develop finding the solution set when two open sentences are used to
state relationships such sari> 4 and El< 10.

47



Develop graphing of the solution of such relationships when the re-
placement set is the set of whole numbers. For example, the graph
oft] > 4 and 0 < 10 is

0 i0

**
58. Addition and Subtraction of Whole Numbers

Applying the principle of inverse operations, continue to develop
skill in use of algorithms for addition and subtraction.

Continue to develop skill in computing sums, 'ling more than two
addends (column aeaitlon).

59. Meaaurementl Time - Calendar

Use projects involving experiences to develop understanding of number
of days in a month, number of weeks in a year, and number of days in
a year, in a leap year.

**
60. EN114221sAtIon and Division pf Whole Numbers

Reinforce and/or develop an understanding oft
"1" as the identity element for muniplication
the role of zero in multiplication
the role of "1" as a divisor
the role of zero as a dividend

Patterns such as the following may be use:

6 X 0" 6 6 xf, ts 0 flg 6117

7 X fl 1"-: 7 "0

8 X '1 8 8 X "" 0 74"1. at
rl 0

C3 X " CD X 0 " 0

***
61. agulkal Synnetry,

Experiment with mirrors, paper folding, etc., to discover and recognise

symmetrical patterns involving line symmetry.

062. $weberj HuReratioqo place halt

Adapt suggested procedures for Unit 29 to develop understanding of meaning

of numbers through millions.

**
0 63. Multiplication of Whole Numbers

Develop multiplication using multiples of ten as factors.

Use horizontal and vertical forms.

6



Some drill patterns are shown.

a. lo x lo - 100 b. 10 x 10 = 100
10 x 20 = 200 20 x 10 = 200
10 x 30 = 300 30 10 300

etc. etc.

d. 10
xio
ico

10
x20
200

10
v10
300, etc.

c. 10 x 10 = 100
20 x 20 go 400
30 x 30 = 900

etc.

***
64. Measurement: Linear

Use projects to develop the concept of mile and the concept of speed

and frequency as rate.

****

65. AlRebraic Concepts

Reinforce operations and properties of operations:
by tabulating solution sets of open sentences such as: + Or 8

(2 x45) +1
by writing an open sentence derived from a table

such as: C1 0
1 1

2 3

3 5

etc.

The open sentence is: 0 = (2 x CD - 1.

**
0 66. Multiplication of Whole Numbers

Use the distributive property of multiplication over addition and
continue to develop multiplication with one factor, 10, and the
other factor named by a two digit nuteral.

13 x 10 = n 10 10 10
13 x 10 = (10x101+03x10) 2112 xio

loo + o -)0
- 130

10

12
loo(10ylo)
_22(10x3)
130

**IR
67. Probability

Experivent with tossing one coin to reinforce the understanding that

the probability of obtaining a head is one chance out of two, and

develop the concept of a sample event.

Develop expressing this probability as a fraction.
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Continue to experiment with tossing one coin. Tally, tabulate,
and graph results after 8 throws; after 10 throws, etc.

068. Multiplication of Whole Numbers

Use the distributive pcuerty of multiplication over addition, and
continue to develop multiplication when each facfor is named by a
twodigit numeral.

12x34win 34 34 34 34 34
12y3410y34)+(2Y34) y12 x10 x 2 ,:12 x12

= 340 + 68 TO -a 50 (10x34) -M (2x34)
- 408 68 (2x30 262 (10Y34)

408 tice



Mathematics: Grade 5

The scope and sequence for Grade 5 is presented in the form of 66 units.

The development of concepts and operations is presented in a cyclic pat-
tern. For example, the development of multiplication of fractional num-
bers begins in Unit 14, continues in Units 15 and 18, and is reinforced
and extended in Units 28 and 47.

To provide an overview of the mathematical understandings and skills for
Graf, 5, the following is presented:

Mathematical poals for Grade 5

1. Sets; }umber; Numeration

Intersection of seta); symbols U And fl

Vcnndiagrris
Place value through millions; read and write numerals through millions
Round nuftlers to the nearest hundred-thousand
Decimal system of numeration through thousandths
R.ound numberq in decimal form to nearest whole number
Nilatiemship nctween decimal syetft of notation and dollars. cents system
Romtn numerala D, N

2. Addition md Subtraction of Whole NuMbers

Standard algorithm for computing sums, two or more addends, numbers in
the hundred-thousands and beyond

Observe and use properties of addition
Standard algorithm for computing differences
Addition and subtraction in dollars-cents system

3. Multiplication of thole thiEstto

Algorithm: any whole number by numbers 10-99
Use commutative property of multiplication; the distributive property

of multiplication over addition
Multiplication in dollars-cents system

4. Division of Whole Numbers

Algorithm: short form with divisors less than 10
Algorithm: vertical format, dividends numbers in the thousands and be-

yond, divisors 10-99
Division in dollars-cents system
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5. Fractional Numbers

Concepts: division of fractional numbers; sixteenths and other frac-
tional numbers; density; a fraction as an indicated division

Equivalence using multiplicative identity, "1"
Procedure for expressing a whole number as a fraction; mixed numeral
as improper fraction; an improper fraction as a mixed numeral or
as a whole number

Algorithm: multiplication of any two fractional numbers
Algorithm: finding least common denominator
Algorithms: computing sums and differences of fractional numbers
Algorithms: computing sums and differences of numbers in decimal

form through thousandths

6. Geometry

Relationships: between planes and lines; between planes; between
parallel lines

Plane figures: ellipse, pentagon, parallelogram
Angle: concept, naming, symbols, classification
Circle: central angle, arc
Area: concept

7. eeasurement

Linear: tonth of an inth; read measurements to nearest inch, half -in:h,
quarter-inch, eighth-inch; rulers calibrated in sixteenths of an inch

Perimeters formula for perimeter of equilateral polygons of 3,6,5 sides
Areas rectangular region
Time: decade, century
Capacity: liquid and dry measure
Scale drawings

S. Alitebraic Goncepta

Concept of ordered number pair
Associate an ordered number pair with a point in a plane
Graph: solutions of an equation with two variables (first quadrant)

9 Statistics. 101 Probability

Interpret circle graphs when sectors represent fractions with related
denominators

Read, interpret, and construct bar graphs; line graphs
Compute mean
Median (odd number of cases)
Coin tossing: two coins; possible combinations; probability of a favor-
able oitcome expressed as a fraction; tabulate results of several
tosses
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MATHEMATICS: GRACE 5

Scope and Sequence

***

1. Ceometa

Reinforce concepts of: point, apace, plane, line Element, ray, line,
closed curve, simple closed curve.

Develop understanding of relationships between planes and lines:
two intersecting lines in a plane, two parallel lines in a plane;
relationship between two planes: two intersecting planes, two paral-
lel planes.

2. Numeration

Reinforce and/or develop place value through hundred-thousands by
using the idea that each place in a numeral has ten times the value
of the place at its right.

Introduce place value to millions:

a. Develop a place value chart and show the meaning of 1,111,111.

Hundred Ten

Pillions _Thousands Thousands Thousands

10x100,000 10x10,000 10)(1000 10x100

1 1

Hundreds Tens Ones

101(10 10x1 1

I tlx
HY 1 0

- lOx 100 0
lOx 10 0

lOx 1,000 0
------ 10x 10,000 22

10x100,000 0

b. Count by tens to 1 hundred, by hundreds to 1 thousand, etc.

c. Prepare a period chart.

d. Read and laite numerals in nillions.

e. Use relation syabols >, to compare numbers.

-23.
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3. Number

Reinforce concept of rounding numbers to the nearest hundred; to near-
est thousand; to nearest ten-thousand.

A suggested procedure is:

46,239 is between 40,000 and 50,000
45,000 is halfway between 40,000 and 50,000

46,239 > 45,000
Therefore, 46,239 is nearer to 50,000

46,239, rounded to the nearest ten-thousand, is 50,000.

Develop rounding numbers to the nearest hundred- thousand.

**MI.

4. Algebraic Concept.,

Reinforce understanding of:

mathematical sentences: true, false, open
meaning of place holder (variable)
relation symbols >, <!, me, 0

replacement set, solution set
rules for substitution

Use these understandings and the properties of operations to reinforce
basic addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division facts.

It is recommended that to maintain skill, such drill activities be on-

going throughout the school year.

**

5. Addition f2f thunbers

Reinforce algorithm for computing suns in vertical format, two addenda
in the thousands.

uevelop procedure for computing sums in vertical format, two addends in

the ten-thousands.

Estimate, compute, compare sum with estimate.

Use cosmatative property of addition to check.

Include: word problems
computations with dollars and cents
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6. Subtraction of Whole Numbers

Reinforce algorithm for computing differences in vertical format,
numbers in the thousands, with exchsage.

Develop procedure for computing differences in vertical format,
numbers in the ten-thousands.

Use the principle of inverse operations to check.

Include: word problems
computations with dollars and cents

7. Number: Fractional Numbere

Use diagrams, number lines to reinforce ividerstanding of halves,
fourths, and eighths as parts of a whole.

Includes symbol for fractional number
meaning of numerator and denominator
concept of equivalence
counting; comparing - expressing comparison as >
expressing fractional numbers in simplest form
concept of improper fraction (a fraction whose numerator is
> the denominator)
expressing a fractional number such as It. as 3 and a frac-

tional number such as 1713 as 31.

concept of division: how many eighths in 1 whole; 2 wholes, etc.

concept of addition and subtraction

Use a similar procedure to develop concept of sixteenths.

Develop the Idea that between any two fractional numbers there is another

fractional number.

8. Measurement: Linear

Reinforce understanding that measurements are approximate and mounting
is exact.

Use experiences to reinforce reading of rulers calibrated in inches,
half- inches, quarter-incho, and eighth-inches.

Develop concept of ;lir inch and develop finding number of r inches in

1 inch; in 2 inches; in inch; t inch; 2k inches; etc.

tevelop reading measurements to nearest inch; to nearest half-inch; to
nearest quarter-inch; to nearest eighth inch.



9. Multiplication of Whole Numbers

Reinforce basic multiplication facts:
Use concept of factor x factor CI product relationship.
Use concept that a multiple of a whole number is the product of
that number and any other whole number, e.g., 6 is a multiple
of 3 because 2x3.4.

Observe and use comautative property of multiplication; distribu-
tive property of multiplication over addition; identity element
"1"; zero as a factor.

Reinforce multiplying numbers in the thousands and beyond by num-
bers less than ten.

Reinforce and/or develop multiplication using multiples of ten ao
factors.

Use horizontal and vertical format. Some drill patterns are shown:

a. 10x10400
10x20.1200

10x3Con0
etc.

d. 10
x10

b. 20x10200
20x200400
20)10°60°

etc.

10

x20
Yr°

*.
10. Division g n212 Numbers

c. 10x10..100

20x200400
:i0x50.0900

etc.

10

etc.

Reinforce basic facts:
Use concept of missing factor.
Apply concept of multiplication and division as inverse operations.
Recall meaning of dividend, divisor, quotient, and record and read
symbols for division.

Observe role of one and sero in division.

Reinforce procedures for recording division as repeated subtraction.

Divisors: Numbers less than 10
Dividends: Numbers ill the thousands and beyond

11. Number: Fractional Numbert

Develop concept of a fraction as representing an indicated quotient,
e.g., 1 .4 3 is the same se i.

Develop concept that any whole number can be expressed as a fraction

with a denominator of 1. For example, another name for 5 is I..

Develop a procedure for expressing an improper traction such as tr as 4,

and an improper fraction such as It as 4+4 or 6 (txpressing an improper

fraction in simplest form).
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***

12. Measurement: Perimeter

Reinforce understanding of meaning of perimeter of a polygon; of
a rectangle.

Develop procedures for computing the perimeter of a rectangle such as:

a. combining the sum of the measures of the length of the rectangle
with the sum of the measures of the width of the rectangle

b. doubling the sum of the measure of the length of the rectangle and
the measure of the width of the rectangle, etc.

Reinforce addition of whole numbers and addition of fractional numr

bers with like and related denominators by computing perimeters of
polygons; of rectangles.

13. Division of Whole Numbers

Reinforce expressing numbers such as 64, as 6 tens and 4 ones.

Develop procedures for recording division using the distributive
property of division over addition.

Divisors: Numbers less than 10
Dividends: Numbers in tens; numbers in hundreds

An illustrative teaching sequence follows:

a. Present dividends that require no exchange.

For 27/7 24 expressed as 2 tens + 4 ones

1 ten +2 ones 1 ten + 2 ones = 10 + 2 = 12
iTrtens + 4 ones

For 276 8 648 expressed as 6 hundreds + 4 tens + 8 ones, etc.

b. Present dividends in which the first digit names a number greater
than the divisor (one exchange).

For 23 34 expressed as 3 tens + 4 ones, then regrouped as 2 ten +

14 ones

1 ten + 7 ones 10 + 7 = 17

2)3 tens + 4 ones 2)2 tens + 14 ones

For 2170 748 eypressed as 7 hundreds + 4 tens + 8 ones, then re-
grouped as 6 hundreds + 14 tens + 8 ones, etc.
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14. Operations: Multiplication of Fractional Numbers

Use a pattern to develop use of x (multiplication sign) to represent
the product of a fractional number and a whole number, such as of 4,
e.g.

4 sets of 4 = 16 4 fours = 16 4 x 4 = 16
2 sets of 4 = 8 2 fours = 8 2 x 4 = 8
1 set of 4 = 4 1 four = 4 1 x 4 = 4

1 of a set of 4= 2 i of four= 2 x 4 = 2

of a set of 4= 1 4 of four= 1 x 4 = 1

Use experiences, diagrams, etc. to develop procedures for multiplica-
tion of fractional numbers less than 1, e.g.,

a.
7 2

x2 =
A 3 8

Lead to the generalization: to find the product of two fractional
numbers multiply the numerators and multiply the denominators.

15. Equivalent Fractional Numbers: Multiplication Property of "1"

Reinforce:
understanding of identity element of multiplication, "1"
naming in various ways, such as I., a, 4, etc.

understanding that to find the prcduct of two fractional num-
bers multiply the numerators and multiply the denominators

Develop procedures for renaming fractional numbers in higher terms
using the multiplicative identity.

Develop procedures for renaming fractional numbers in lower terms
(simplest form) using the multiplicative identity.

**

16. Division of Whole Numbers

Continue to develop procedures for recording division using the dis-
tributive property of division over addition.

Divisors: Numbers less than 10
Dividends: Numbers in tens; numbers in hundreds

An illustrative teaching sequence continues from Unit 13.

a. Present dividends that require exchange in the second digit.

For 2g3b 456 expressed as 4 hundreds + 5 tens + 6 ones, then
regrouped as 4 hundreds + 4 tens + 16 ones



2 hundreds+2 tens+8 ones 200+20+8=228
2 4 hundreds+5 tens-1677Z 2)4 hundreds+4 tens+16 ones

b. Present dividends that require exchange in the first and second
digits, such as

27572 and adapt the procedure suggested in a.

***

17. Measurement: Perimeter of Polygons

Reinforce: meaning of polygon; recognition of polygons of 3, 4, and 5 sides.

Develop procedures for computing perimeter of polygons whose Bides have the
same length.

Reinforce multiplication of whole numbers by computing perimeter of polygon.

**

18. Operations: Multiplication of Fractional Numbers

Reinforce understanding that any whole number can be expressed with a de-
nominator of 1.

Use generalization developed in Unit 14 to develop procedures for com-
puting the product of a whole number and a fractional number.

a. 2 x = n

2 xi'. can be expressed aslxi, thereforetxi =

b.3 x 2 = n

3 3 1
x 2 can be expressed as x , therefore 1 x =!L

Products may also be computed by using the meaning of multiplication as
repeated addition, and using the commutative property of multiplication.

**

19. Division of Whole Numbers

Continue to develop procedures for recording division using the dis-
tributive property of division over addition.

Divisors: Numbers less than 10
Dividends: Numbers in the hundreds; numbers in the thousands
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An illustrative teaching sequence continues from Unit 16.

a. Present dividends in which tho first digit names a number less than
the divisor.

For 2)126 126 expressed as 1 hundred + 2 tens + 6 ones, then re-
grouped as 12 teas + 6 ones.

6 tens + 1 ones 60 + 3 63
2)12 tens + 6 ones

b. Lead to finding quotients without showing exchange.

c. Use dividends in the thousands and beyond and continue to develop

procedures for recording division using the distributive property
of division over addition.

****
20. Statistics: Computing Mean (Average)

Reinforce understanding of mean (6vorage).

Use experiences to develop procedures for computing mean of a set of
numbers.

Vary one element in a set of scores and explore the effect on the mean.

****
21. Graphs: Bar and Line Graphs

Use experience situations to reinforce constructing and interpreting

bar and line graphs.

Develop understanding of scale and axis to help children read and in-
terpret bar and line graphs which appear in textbooks, newspapers,
magazines, etc.

22. Addition of Whole Numbers

Reinforce procedures for computing sums in vertical format using more
than 2 addends (column addition).

Continue to develop skill in computing sums using more than two addends,
sums less than 1 million.
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Estimate, compute, compare sum with estimate; use commutatk:e property
of addition to check.

Include: word problems
computations with dollars and cents

**

23. Subtraction of Whole Numbers

Reinforce procedure for computing differences in vertical format, num-
bers in the ten-thousands.

Develop procedures for computing differences in vertical format numbers
in the hundred - thousands.

Use principle of inverse operations to chock.

Include: word problems
computations with dollars and cents

24. Numeration: Roman Numerals

Use activities to reinforce the repetitive, additive, and subtractive
principles of the Roman system of numeration and record numbers 1
through 100 as Roman numerals.

Develop understanding of the symbols D and M and apply repetitive,
additive, and subtractive principles of the Roman system of numera-
tion and record numbers through 1000.

**

25. Multiplication of Whole Numbers

Reinforce multiplication using multiples of ten as factors.

Use the distributive property of multiplication over addition and
continue to develop multiplication algorithm when one factor is ten
and the other factor is named by a two-digit numeral. Use hori-
zontal and vertical format, e.g., 13 X 10 = n.

Rename 13 as 10 + 3. Then 13 x 10 .6 (10+3) x 10
(10x10) (3x10)

= 100 + 30
= 130

10 10 10 100 10 10

Z12 Z12 Z-2
30

±...22

130
Z12
100 (10%10) ( 3x10)30
30 ( 3x10) 100 (10x10)

130 (13x10) 130 (13x10)

9,



26. Division of Wnole Numbers

Develop understanding of relationship between finding quotients
using the distributive property of division over addition, and
finding quotients using repeated subtractions. Through discus-
sion lead pupils to discover relationships among partial quo-
tients, e.g.,

37659-
600 200

39
22 10
9

2 _2
0 213

39

***

27. Geometa

Reinforce recognition of plane geometric figures: polygon; circle.
Introduce ellipse.

Use objects, models, geoboard activities, etc. to develop an under-
standing of the characteristics of the members of the 3et of poly-
gons through pentagons; of the members of the set of quadrilaterals
through parallelograms.

28. Operations: Mgliplication of Fractional Numbers

Reinforce procedures for naming a mixed numeral as an improper
fraction.

Use generalization developed in Unit 14 to develop procedures
for computing the product of a whole number and a number named
by a mixed numeral.

a. 2 x 31- n

2 can be expressed as f- and 31. can be expressed as .15.t. There-

fore, x 2. 35 212- or 6.32..
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b.33 x 2 = n

33 can be expressed as 1°- and 2 can be expressed as f. There-

fore,

3

1°.... x I. ° 12- or a.
3 1 3 3

Products may also be computed by using the distributive property
of multiplication over addition.

a. 2 X33 =n

2 x 31, = (2 x 3)

= 6

+

+

(2 x 1)3

a
3

31-

X_ 2

6 (2 x 3)

2x1)

b. 31- x 2 = n 2
x 3.1

33x2 =(3X2) +(3 x 2)
6 (3 x 2)

- 6 + f(t. x 2)

a= 3 (Pl. X 2)

29. Measurement: Area of Rectemam Region

Reinforce the concept that plane figures such as a rectangle di-
vide a plane into three sets of points:

the set of points within the rectangle (interior)

the set of points on the rectangle

the set of points outside the rectangle (exterior)

Develop the concept that the set of points inside the rectangle
together with the set of points on the rectangle form a region.
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Develop: the concept that the measure of the region is called area
the understanding of the need for a standard unit of measure
standard unit of square measure

Use materials such as graph paper and geoboard to develop procedures
for computing the area of regions by counting the number of unit
squares contained in each.

30. Number; Numeration: Decimals

Use obj3cts, diagrams, number lines to reinforce understanding of
tenths as parts of a whole.

Reinforce understanding of multiplicative relationships developed
in Unit 2 and develop the understanding that each place in a numeral
(digit) has ivv the value of the place at its left.

Use physical representations such as squared materials, activities
to extend the numeration system to tenths.

a. Prepare a place value chart.
b. Group and count by tenths to ones; to ones and tenths.
c. Record in various ways.

2 and 1 tenth

247
2.1

21 tenths

d. Read and write numerals.
e. Compare, e.g., .6 < 1.
f. Round to nearest whole number.

**

31. Operations: Addition and Subtraction of Decimals

Reinforce: reading and writing decimal numerals in tenths
counting forward and backward by tenths (decimal form)

Develop procedures for computing sums and differences using tenths,
horizontal and vertical format.
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An illustrative teaching sequence follows:

a. addends and minuends less than 1, no exchange

.4 + .3 = n

4 tenths
+ 3 tenths

.4

td__

.4

4

+ .3

+ 3

= n

= 7r ra-

7 tenths .7
.4 + .3 = .7

.7 - .3 = n
.7 - .3 = n

7 tenths .7
7 3 4

1 0 1 0 1 0

4 tenths .4
.7 - .3 = .4

b. addends and minuends greater than 1, no exchange

2.6 + 5.3 = n 2.6 + 5.3 = n

2 + 6 tenths 2.6
-±11.2 tenths
7 + 9 tenths 7.9

7.9 - 5.3 = n

7 + 9 tenths
-(5 + 3)tenths
2 + 6 tenths

2
3.15

4. 5 A

2.6

+ 5.3

7 ?-0 7.9

7.9 - 5.3 = n

7.9 73!-E, 7.9

2.6 5 fo 53

2100 2.6

d. addends and minuends greater than 1, with exchange

3.5 3 + 5 tenths 3.5
+ 2.7 2 + 7 tenths

5 + 12 tenths 6.2

or 6 + 2 tenths

6.2 6 + 2 tenths 5 + 12 tenths 6.2

2.7 -( 2 + 7)tenths -11LL.7)tenths -2.7
3 + 5 tenths 3.5
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Estimate, compute, compare results with estimate.

Use commutative property to check addition.

Use principle of inverse operations to check subtraction.

Include word problems.

32. hultiplication of Whole Numbers

Reinforce multiplication using multiples of ten as factors.

Use the distributive property of multiplication over addition and
continue to develop multiplication algorithms when each factor is
named by a 2-digit numeral.

Use horizontal and vertical format, e.g., 12 x 34 = n.

Rename 12 as 10 + 2. Then 12 x 34 = (10x34) + (2x34)
= 340 + 68

= 408

34 34 34 340
x12 x 10 x 2 + 68

340 68 408

34 34
x 12 x 12

340 (10x34) 68 ( 2x34)
68 ( 2x34) 142 (10x34)

408 (12x34) 40R (12x34)

**

33. Division of Whole Numbers

Continue to develop procedures for recording division in vertical
format.

Divisors: Numbers in the tens less than 50
Dividends: Numbers in the hundreds

Reinforce multiplying multiples of ten and numbers in the tens.

An illustrative teaching procedure follows:

233g1

a. Estimate:

n x 23 = 851 851 4. 23 = n

10 x 23 = 230 230 < 851
20 x 23 = 460 460 < 851
30 x 23 = 690 690 < 851

40 x 23 = 920 920 > 851, therefore n > 30 and n < 40
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b. Possible ways to arrive at solution:

23 851
4.0 30

-1L2 5
46

-0. 2
0 37

c. Compare quotient with estimate.

d. Check by multiplication.

***

34. Geometry: Angles

Reinforce concept of ray.

23 851

-122 30

-161 .1
0 37

Develop the concept of angle as the union of two rays not on the
same line which have a common end point.

Discuss: vertex, sides, symbol L; naming angles.

Use models to observe right angles, angles less than right angles
(acute), angles greater than right angles (obtuse).

35. Addition: and Subtraction of Whole Numbers

Continue to develop skill in computing sums and differences, in
vertical format, addends and minuends in the hundred thousands and
beyond.
Estimate, compute, compare results with estimate.

Use commutative property of addition to check addition.

Use principle of inverse operations to check subtraction.

Include: word problems; computations with dollars and cents.

Note: It is recommended that to maintain skill, practice in computing
sums and differences be provided throughout the school year.

36. Sets: Intersection of Sets

Reinforce: meaning of set; set notation; element of a set; number of a

set; equivalent sets; finite set; infinite set; empty set; union of

sets; subset.
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Develop understanding of set intersection.

Introduce symbols: U for union; n for intersection.

Use Venn diagrams.

37. Number: Common Denominator; Least Common Denominator

Reinforce expressing fractions as equivalent fractions (renaming).

Use concept of equivalent fractions and set intersection to develop

procedures for finding common denominator.

Develop understanding of least common denominator.

Use procedures for finding common denominator to compare fractions
with unlike denominators.

****

38. Graphs: Circle Graph

Reinforce understanding of mathematical relationships on a circle
graph when the sectors represent fractional numbers with like de-
nominators.

Develop ability to interpret circle graphs when the sectors repre-
sent fractional numbers with unlike denominators.

39. Operations: Addition of Fractional Numbers - Unlike Denominators

Reinforce: addition of fractional numbers with like denominators
expressing a fraction in simplest form
finding common denominator; least coamon denominator

Develop procedures for adding fractional numbers with unlike denominators.
Use common denominator method.

An illustrative teaching sequence follows:

+ a = n

4 + = n

21 + 31 = n
6

+ 2. = nl etc.

Use vertical and horizontal format.



40. Operations: Subtraction of Fractional Numbers Unlike Denominators

Reinforce: subtraction of fractional numbers with like denominators
finding common denominator and least common denominator
expressing fractional numbers in simplest form

Develop procedures for subtracting fractioAl numbers with unlike
denominators.

Use common denominator method.

An illustrative teaching sequence follows:

1 a n

3 Is n

3; . n

n, etc.

Use horismtal and vertical format. Check solutions by using the
principle of inverse operations.

41. NUltiplication of Whole )4Umbers

Reinforce multiplying multiples of ten by multiples of ten.

Develop multiplication of multiples of ten and multiples of one
hundred, e.g.,

a. 10 x 100 n b. 10 x 100 Is n c. 10 x 100 n

10 x 200 gm n 20 x 100 so n 20x200an
10 x 300 sk n 30 x 100sm n 30 x 300 n

etc. etc. etc.

Use horisontal and vertical format.

**

42. Division of Whole numbers

Continue to develop procedures for recording division in vertical format.

Divisors: Numbers in the tens greater than 50
Dividends: Numbers in the hundreds

Adapt procedure suggested in Unit 33
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***

43. Meseurament: Linear

Use projects involving experiences to develop understanding of rela-
tionships among inches, feet, yards, miles, e.g., 3 yd. rit 1 ft.;

It- ft. 4 in.

Develop Will in changing to different units of measure.

**
44. Multiplication of Whole EUmbers

Reinforce multiplication of multiples of ten and multiples of one
hundred.

Use the distributive property of multiplication over addition and
develop multiplication algorithms when one factor is named by a
3-digit numeral and the other factor is named by a 2-digit numeral.
Use horizontal and vertical format, e.g., 23 x 321. n.

a. Rename 23 as 20 + 3.

321 321 321 6420

6420 963 73

b. 321 321

x 2 1622
6420

3
20x321

o
963 (

__1A2 3x321 Ag (20021
7383 23x321 703 (23x321

c. Rename 23 as 20 + 3, then

23 x 321 so (20 x 321) 1. (3 x 321)
6420 + 963

1. 7383

**

45. Division of Whole !lumbers

Continue to develop prccedures for recording division in vertical
format.

Divisors: Numbers in the tens less than 50
Dividends: Numbers in the thousands

Reinforce multiplying multiples of one hundred and numbers in the
tens; multiplying multiples of ten and numbers in the tens.

40.



In illustrative teaching procedure follows:

31779

a. Estimate:

n x 31 = 7679 7679 4. 31 n

100 x 31 3100 3100 < 7679
200 x 31 6200 6200 < 7679
300 x 31 9300 9300 > 7679

Therefore, n > 200 and n < 300

b. Possible ways to arrive at solution:

3110
R. 22 247 R. 22

31)7679
-6200 200 -6200 200
1479 1479

- ._1,.0. 10 -1240 40
1164 239
- 620 20 - 212 --7.

549 22 247
- 22 10

239

- ail ._2
22 247

0. Compare quotient with estimate.

d. Check by multiplication.

46. Neasurements ,die

Use projects involving experiences to develop:

understanding of relationships among months and year; seconds, hours,
and minutes; days, weeks, months; etc. For examples

k of a year - 4 months

skill in changing to different units of measure

Develop understanding of decade and century.

**

47. Operations: Egltiplication of Fractional Numbers

Reinforce procedures for naming a mixed numeral as an improper fraction.

Use generalisation developed in Unit 14 to develop procedures for com-
puting the product of two numbers each named by a mixed numeral.

4 - n

LI x
k 8

EZ or It= 6110.
a

Products may also be computed by using the distributive property of
multiplication over addition in horizontal and/or vertical format.



48. NMb; Numeration: Decimals

Use objects, diagrams, number lines to reinforce understanding of
tenths and hundredths as parts of a whole.

Adapt procedure indicated in Unit 30 to develop understanding of
hundredths in decimal form.

49. Operations: Addition and Subtraction of Decimals

Reinforce: reading and writing decimal numerals in hundredths
counting forward and backward by hundredths (decimal form)
procedures for computing sums and differences using tenths

Adapt suggestions in Unit 31 to develop procedures for computing sums
and differences using hundredths; horizontal and vertical format.

50. Operations: Addition of Fractional Numbers

Adapt suggestions indicated in Unit 39 to develop procedures for add-
ing more than two fractional numbers with unlike denominators.

**

51. Operations: $ubtractior of fractional Numbers - Unlike Denoriaatore

Reinforce: renaming numbers such as: 2 sq.; 2 41 21. in 11.

finding common denominator and least common denominator
expressing fractional numbers in simplest form

Continue to develop subtraction of fractional numbers with unlike
denominators involving renaming.

An illustrative teaching sequence continues from Unit 40.

n

1311 ten, etc.

Use horizontal and vertical format.

Check solutions by using the principle of inverse operations.

0 52. fterations Base_.$

Reinforce Characteristics of the decimal system of numeration:
names of symbols (digits)
number of symbols
place value chart (grouping by ten)

Use materials such as nultibase blocks, squared materials, discs,

etc. to develop an understanding of the base S system of numeration.
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Include: grouping by fives
use of numerals to name the groupings
basic symbols in base five (0,1,2,3,4)
place value chart for base five
interpret numerals in base five by means of place value chart
compare numerals in base five with numerals in base ten

***

53. Geometry: Circle

Reinforce relationships among radius, chord, diameter, circumference.

Develop concept of central angle and its arc.

54. Multiplication of Whole Numbers

Reinforce multiplication of multiples of ten and multiples of one
hundred.

Develop multiplication of multiples of ten and multiples of one
thousand, e.g.,

a. 10 x 1000 n b. 10 x 1000 n 0. 10 x 1000 n
10 x 2000 n 20 x 1000 n 20 x 2000 n

10 x 3000 n 30 x 1000 n 30 x 3000 n
etc. etc. etc.

55. Division of Whole puMbers

Continue to develo' procedures for recording division in vertical
format.

Divisors: NuMbers in the tens greater than 50
Dividends: Numbers In the thousands and beyond

Adapt procedures suggested in Unit 45.

**

56. Multiplication of 9141 Mothers

Reinforce multiplication of multiples of ten and multiples of one

thousand.

Use the distributive property of multiplication over addition and
develop multiplication algorithms ,,hen one factor is named by a
4-digit numeral and the other is naurnd by a 2-digit numeral. Use

vertical format, e.g., 23 x 2356 n.

Rename 23 as 20 + 3.

a. 2356 2356 2352 6 47,120

21..aa Arai x_147
47120 YAM
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b. 2356
x 23

7°68
47120
54188

Continue to develop multiplication algorithms when one factor
is a number in the ten-thousands and beyond, and the other
factor is a number less than one hundred.

57. Measurement: LiQuid and pa Reasure

Use projects involving experiences to develops
understanding of relationships among liquid measures - ounces,
cups, pints, quarts, gallons

skill in changing to different units of liquid measures

Develop understanding of dry measure.

58. aerations Decimal System of &Wiz AM EMars and ;mkt

reinforces understanding of dollars and cents syatea
understanding of tenths and hundredths in the decimal
system of notation

Use experience situations to develv understanding of the relation-
ship between money values of penny, dime, quarter, half-dollar, dollar,
and tenths and hundredths.

****

59. Statistickt Nedian

Reinforce understanding that:
the mode of a set of scores is the score that occurs most fro.
quently

the mean (average) is the sum of all the scores divided by the
total number of scores

Use projects involving experiences to develop the understanding that
the median is the middle scot, uhen the set of scores is arranged
according to sire. Limit consideration to an odd number of scores.

60. &atm' NUmeratior: Decimal

Use objects, diagrams, number lines to reinforce nnderstanding of
tenths and hundredths in the decimal system of numeration.

Adapt procedure indicated in Unit 30 to develop understanding of
thousandths in decimal form.

I



61. Operations: Addition and Subtraction of Decimals

Reinforce: reading and writing decimal numerals in thousandths,
counting forward and backward by thousandths (decimal form)
procedures for computing sums and differences using tenths
and hundredths

Adapt suggestions in Unit 31 to develop procedures for computing sure
and differences using thousandths; horizontal and vertical format.

*4*
62. Measurement: Scale El/mina

Use rulers to reinforce understanding of fractional parts of an inch:
halves, fourths, eighths, sixteenths.

Develop understanding of tenths of an inch.

Use materials such as maps, diagrams, photographs, etc. to develop
procedures for interpreting drawings made to scale.

****

63. Algebraic, Concepts

Reinforce understanding of:
the graph of a number on a number line
the graph of a solution eet of an open sentence with one place
holder on a number line

Use experiences to Oevelops
concept of ordered mrober pair
procedures for associating an ordered number pair with a point in
a plane (limit to first widrant)

procedures for graphing in the first quadrant some solutions of an
equation with two variable., 0+ V 8

***ft
64. Probability

Experiment with tossing one coin to recall expressing probability of a
favorable outcome as a fraction.

Experiment with tossing two coils. List the possible combinations
(sample events) and express the probability of a favorable outcome
as a fraction (probability ratio).

Continue to experiment with tossing two coins. Tally, tabulate,

and graph results after six throws; after ten throws; etc. Compare

actual results with predicted possibilities.



0 65. Sets; Humber; Numeration: Modulo 12

Reinforce understanding of "clock arithmetic" (12-hour clock).
Observe properties of operation.

Develop understanding of:
modular number system
addition in modulo 12 system
properties of addition in modulo 12 system

***

0 66. Geometry: Sphere

Reinforce: concepts of space
space figures
sphere

Use models to develop understanding of some characteristics of a
sphere and apply learnings to geography of the earth.


